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Acting for a Government entity in connection with a high value complex construction dispute
with LCIA proceedings seated in London and associated proceedings in Cyprus and Russia.



Acting for one of the leading international pharmaceutical companies on a multi-million
dollar DIFC-LCIA proceedings in relation to IP rights pertaining to the technology and
software for the use of PBM solutions.



Advised on a multibillion AED corporate and commercial dispute between heirs of
shareholders in a group of companies in the medical and pharmaceutical sector under the
ADCCAC Rules, conducted in Arabic, via a court appointed tribunal.



Advised on a multimillion dollar dispute between a leading real estate developer and a group
of leading investors in relation to dispute arising out of the performance of a shareholders
agreement involving major real estate group of companies in the Gulf.



Advised on a multimillion dispute between an Employer and Contractor in relation to a
dispute arising out of a construction contract over the execution of works in a project in Dubai
under the DIAC Rules.



Advised on a multibillion AED investment dispute involving leading global money transfer
and foreign exchange companies worldwide under the DIAC Rules.



Advised on a multimillion AED commercial construction dispute between contractor and subcontractor for the execution of works for a project in Dubai.



Advised on several commercial real estate disputes under the DIAC Rules in relation to
dispute between a major real estate developer and a group of investors.



Advised on a multimillion AED commercial real estate dispute between an initial purchaser
and a second purchaser of a real estate property from one of the leading developers in the
market under the DIAC Rules, conducted in Arabic.



Advised on several off-plan real estate disputes between a major real estate developer and a
group of investors under the DIAC Rules, conducted in Arabic.



Acted as Administrative Secretary to an Arbitral Tribunal appointed under the ICC Rules in a
major construction dispute involving one of the largest projects in Abu Dhabi.



Acting for an industrial leader in Engineering & Construction listed on the Milan Stock
Exchange with LCIA proceedings in relation to a multi-million USD oil & gas project in Abu
Dhabi.



Acting for a Government entity in a USD multimillion oil and gas dispute arising from fire
and explosion of an oil refinery, in Ruwais, Abu Dhabi.



Acted for a major Japanese ECA in connection with a multimillion desalination project in
Sharjah.



Advised a subsidiary of a leading energy group, in an Electricity Authority dispute over a
power station against a cement manufacturer company.



Acted as Administrative Secretary to an Arbitral Tribunal appointed under the CRCICA
Rules in a dispute involving a major automotive deal in Egypt.



Advised three oil and gas companies in a multimillion dollars concession dispute
administered under the ICC and governed by Egyptian and Swedish laws as well as general
principles of law.



Acted as co-counsel in representing a major investor in a treaty based arbitration case
involving Kuwait-Egypt BIT breaches in multi-hundred million dollars ICSID Case.



Advised on termination of agreements in a variety of industry sectors, including real-estate,
construction and commercial agency.



Advised on matters of UAE law in a multi million AED civil commercial dispute before the
DIFC Courts.



Advised on matters of UAE law in relation to the enforcement of domestic and foreign
arbitration awards under the UAE law, New York Convention and the DIFC Rules.



Advised on matters of UAE law in relation to the enforcement of foreign judgments in the
UAE under the leading international and bilateral treaties.
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